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o wad some Pow'r the giftie gie us
To see oursels as ithers see us!
-Robert Burns
Recent work in contemporary compatibilist theory displays considerable
sophistication and subtlety when compared with the earlier theories of classical compatibilism. Two distinct lines of thought have proved especially influential and illuminating. The first developed around the general hypothesis that
moral sentiments or reactive attitudes are fundamental for understanding the
nature and conditions of moral responsibility. The other important development is found in recent compatibilist accounts of rational self-control or reason responsiveness. Strictly speaking, these two lines of thought have
developed independent of each other. However, in the past decade or so they
have been fused together in several prominent statements of compatibilist
theory. I will refer to theories that combine these two elements in this way as
RS (Reason-Sentiment) theories. RS theories face a number of familiar difficulties that relate to each of their two components. Beyond this, they also face
a distinct set of problems concerning how these two main components relate
or should be integrated. My concerns in this paper focus primarily on this set
of problems.
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According to one version of RS compatibilism, the role of moral sentiments is limited to explaining what is required for holding an agent responsible. In contrast with this, the role of reason responsiveness is to explain
what moral capacities are required for an agent to be responsible, one who is
a legitimate or fair target of our moral sentiments. More specifically, according to this view, moral sense is not required for rational self-control or reason
responsiveness. There is, therefore, no requirement that the responsible agent
has some capacity to feel moral sentiment. Contrary to this view, I argue that
a responsible agent must be capable of holding herself and others responsible. Failing this, an agent's powers of rational self-control will be both limited
and impaired. Insofar as holding responsible requires moral sense, it follows
that being responsible also requires moral sense. Moral sense is, therefore, a
condition of responsible agency.

I.
The most influential contemporary statement of the moral sentiment
approach to issues of free will and moral responsibility is presented in P. F.
Strawson's seminal paper "Freedom and Resentment:'l The key idea in this
paper is that the nature and conditions of moral responsibility must be understood in terms of our reactive attitudes or moral sentiments. The attitudes and
intentions of our fellow human beings, Strawson maintains, naturally and
inescapably arouse reactive attitudes and feelings in us. Incompatibilist concerns about the implications of determinism can neither dislodge nor discredit our commitment to feelings and attitudes of this kind. Although our
particular moral sentiments require some relevant justification, and issues of
excuse and mitigation arise with respect to them, there is no general, external justification required for the whole framework of moral sentiments. This
is a given of our human nature. These observations about the natural operation of the human mind serve as a barrier to all systematic skeptical worries
about the foundations of moral life. 2 These foundations are not based on a
general rationale of some kind (e.g., a hypothesis about contra-causal freedom, etc.) but rather depend on the natural workings of human feeling and
emotion.
Strawson's approach distinguishes between two ways in which agents
may be excused for their actions. The first are specific excuses, such as ignorance and accidents, and the s,econd are exemptions, where the agent is
judged to be morally incompetent. In the case of specific excusing considerations there is no suggestion that the agent is in any wayan inappropriate
object of moral sentiment. All that is claimed is that the particular conduct
in question does not manifest any lack of due care or regard on the agent's
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part.' In contrast with this, when exempting considerations are applicable we
are invited "to suspend our ordinary reactive attitudes toward the agent" on
the ground that they are in some relevant respect abnormal or immature. 4
The account of exemptions is crucial to Strawson's approach because it serves
to identify the boundary between responsible and nonrespol1sible agents.
That is, exemptions identify those individuals who Jre not morJl agents or
full members of the moral community as delineated by the legitimate scope
of our moral sentiments. It is here, however, that critics have argued that
Strawson's theory runs into fundamental difficulties.
Clearly any theory of the kind that Strawson is advancing must provide
some plausible interpretation of moral capacity of a kind that allows us to
make sense of exempting conditions. This is something that Strawson fails to
provide, which opens the door for the incompatibilist to argue that the relevant capacity is some mode of libertarian free will or contra-causal freedom
(this being what the "immature" and "abnormal" lack). As it stands, Strawson
has no convincing line of reply to this criticism. What is needed, therefore, if
Strawson's approach is to succeed, is some relevant compatibilist account of
moral capacity. 5
A related way of describing this general objection to Strawson's approach
is to argue that his approach involves a fundamental confusion.
Strawson's theory may reasonably be said to give an account of
what it is for agents to be held responsible, but there seems to be
a a difference between being held responsible and actually beillg
responsible. Surely it is possible that one can be held responsible
even though one in fact is not responsible, and conversely that
one can be responsible even though one is actually not treated as
a responsible agent. By understanding responsibility primarily in
terms of our actual practices of adopting or not adopting certain
attitudes towards agents, Strawson's theory risks blurring the difference between these two issues. 6

The exact nature of this criticism needs careful interpretation. It is clear that
Strawson wants to allow that in particular cases our reactive attitudes may fail
to track moral responsibility (e.g., we feel a sentiment of blame because we
have incorrect beliefs about the agent's intentions or state of mind). This is
not where the objection lies. The force of the objection is that our established
attitudes and practices may be systematically misplaced or misdirected. For
example, the fact that a moral community actually holds juveniles or mentally
incompetent individuals as responsible does not show that these individuals
are responsible. The way in which our moral sentiments are directed in cases
of this kind cannot, in itself, serve as a reliable guide to a standard of responsibility that is reflectively legitimate. What we need, therefore, is some independent account of moral capacity and the conditions of moral agency that
can guide our moral sentiments?
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II.
According to prominent versions of RS theory, these weaknesses in
Strawson's approach can be eliminated by reason responsive or rational selfcontrol theories, which serve as the basis of a more satisfactory account of
moral capacity. That is to say, what the moral sentiment approach plainly
needs is a more developed theory of the boundary between normallabnormal
and mature/immature as it concerns who is or not an appropriate target of
our reactive attitudes. Whereas Strawson's remarks on this subject are too
thin and slight to do this job, reason responsiveness seems to provide exactly
what we are looking for. 8 This aspect of RS theory has been worked out in
detail in the recent and highly influential theory of John Fischer and Mark
Ravizza. What sort of conditions must be satisfied for an agent to be an
appropriate or fair target of reactive attitudes? According to Fischer and
Ravizza a responsible agent is one who can in some suitable sense control his
conduct. They refer to this as "the control condition" (RC, 13-14).9What is
required is that the responsible agent must be able to both recognize and
react to available reasons. In the case of reason recognition it is essential, on
this account, that there is some pattern or regularity to the way that the agent
recognizes reasons. (For example, it will not suffice that the agent is occasionally or intermittently able to recognize relevant reasons for action.) However,
it is not essential that the agent is regularly guided by reasons in this way.
Reason reactivity is satisfied, they argue, when the agent's conduct shows that
his conduct has on occasion been guided by his reasons.!O
On the face of it, this account of reason responsiveness provides RS theory with a general interpretation of moral capacity of the kind that was missing from Strawson's discussion. The question that now arises, however, is
whether there is more required of responsible agency than satisfying reason
responsiveness. Fischer and Ravizza argue that there are further and distinct
requirements to be met for the agent to be in control of her conduct. More
specifically, the agent must not operate with reason responsive dispositions
that have themselves been manipulated or implanted in such a way that she
may be covertly controlled.!! In other words, we must address concerns about
the historical process by which the agent has acquired her reason responsive
dispositions. In circumstances where implantation or manipulation of some
kind has occurred, the agent cannot be said to "own" the disposition that she
is operating with. If illegitimate processes of this kind have occurred, then
responsible agency is compromised.
How, then, is "ownership" to be accounted for? Whether our reason
responsive dispositions are owned or not will depend on the particular history involved in their acquisition. There are, according to this theory, three
necessary steps required for ownership to take place. The first is that the agent
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(i.e., the early stages of childhood) comes to see herself as an agent who produces "upshots" in the world. 12 When this stage is reached, then the child is
in a position to see herself as a "fair target of reactive attitudes as a result of
how [she] exercises this agency in certain contexts."13 Taken together, these
two steps require that the responsible agent must have a certain view of herself as an agent and as a fair target of the reactive attitudes. Following Galen
Strawson, Fischer and Ravizza describe this as committing themselves to a
subjectivist approach to moral responsibility.14 There remains the difficulty,
however, that these first two steps in the process of "taking responsibility"
may themselves be manipulated or covertly controlled. To deal with this problem a third step is necessary. The cluster of beliefs specified in the first two
steps "must be based, in an appropriate way, on the individual's evidence."ls
What this is intended to exclude is any case where there is direct implantation or manipulation of the agent's reason responsiveness. In other words, it
is essential that the historical process by which an agent acquires their reason
responsive dispositions and takes responsibility for them must come about
in some appropriate way. What is "appropriate" does not exclude causal determinism but does exclude all forms of manipulation, implantation, or process
that permits covert control. I6
It is clear, then, that on this account more than reason responsiveness is
required for moral agency and responsibility. The responsible agent must be
guided by reason responsive dispositions that have been produced by some
"appropriate" historical process. The success of this appeal to history and the
process of "taking responsibility" must be judged in terms of whether or not
we provided a principled basis for distinguishing between "appropriate" and
"inappropriate" historical processes. 17 It is, however, at exactly this point that
the argument runs dry. Fischer and Ravizza leave the relevant distinction
unanalyzed and thereby ask the reader to accept that there is some intuitive
distinction between cases whereby the acquisition of reason responsive dispositions is merely determined and cases where it is manipulated or covertly
controlled in some way. IS This is not, however, a distinction that incompatibilists will allow to serve as a boundary between responsible and nonresponsible agency. The reason for this is that what fundamentally troubles
incompatibilists about manipulation and implantation cases is not the matter of "ownership" as such, but that agents in these circumstances are operating with reason responsive dispositions that they have acquired through
processes that they have no control over. From this point of view it is not
enough that agents are reason responsive and have gone through an "appropriate" process of "taking responsibility." The fact remains that-just as in
manipulation and implantation cases---even these "normal" agents have no
(final or ultimate) control over the kinds of dispositions that guide their conduct. Unless compatibilists are able to show that an "appropriate" history
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serves to distinguish between agents who have control over their reason
responsive dispositions and those who do not, it follows that appeals to history are irrelevant. 19

III.
In the previous section we reviewed the basic features of RS theory with particular reference to the way that Pischer and Ravizza have recently presented
it. The conclusion that we reached was that although RS theories need to
address the general problem of manipulation and implantation, appealing to
history and the process of "taking responsibility" looks like an unpromising
way of dealing with these concerns. For this reason I have expressed skepticism about the rationale that Fischer and Ravizza provide for taking a "historical" approach to RS theory. Having said this, it is important not to loose
the baby with the bathwater when considering the importance of the "subjective" requirement that has been proposed for moral agency. The contrast
between versions of RS theory offered by Fischer and Ravizza, on one hand,
and Wallace, on the other, bring this out. Although Wallace's theory of
rational self-control shares the same general features as the account of reason
responsiveness offered by Pischer and Ravizza, Wallace does not commit
himself to any further historical requirements relating to "ownership" issues.
More specifically, Wallace's version of RS theory has nothing that corresponds to the "subjective" requirement that is involved in the first two stages
of "taking responsibility;' as described by Fischer and Ravizza. All that is
required, on Wallace's account, is that the moral agent is capable of rational
self-control. There is no further requirement that the agent is also capable of
seeing herself as an agent who is a fair target of reactive attitudes or moral
sentiments. While it is true, on Wallace's account, that an agent can be held
responsible only when she is a target of these attitudes and sentiments, her
being responsible is not a function of her possessing any capacity to hold herself responsible in these terms. 20 In contrast with this, Fischer and Ravizza are
committed to the view that if the agent has no capacity for moral sense then
she cannot be said to "own" her reason responsive dispositions, which will
compromise the agent's responsibility for the conduct that flows from these
dispositions.
The question that needs to be asked at this juncture is whether or not
there is any independent rationale for the subjectivist requirement that the
agent must be able to see herself as an appropriate target of moral sentiments-one that has nothing to do with "historical" concerns about "ownership." We may begin to answer this question by way of observing some
problems that arise for RS theory when this subjective requirement is not
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met. It should be noted, in the first place, that there is a significant difference
in the capacities required for holding and being responsible. Wallace makes
clear that his understanding of the general capacity for rational self-control
is Kantian in character. 21 In contrast with this, the Strawsonian role of moral
sense-which has evident Humean roots-is limited to explaining what is
involved in holding agents responsible. It is a striking fact, therefore, that the
Strawsonian/Humean element of moral sense plays no role in Wallace's
Kantian account of moral agency or rational self-control. This is indicative of
another, related, problem in Wallace's RS theory. Because there is no requirement that responsible agents be capable of moral sense, it is entirely possible
that we could encounter rational self-controllers who are responsible agents
but who nevertheless have no capacity to hold themselves or others responsible. 22 In other words, on this theory a significant asymmetry may open up
between those individuals who are responsible agents (legitimate targets of
moral sentiment) and those agents who are able to hold themselves and others responsible. Membership in the moral community may divide and fail to
overlap in respect of these two aspects of moral capacity. This is a puzzling
result and it raises the question if asymmetrical theory of this kind is ever
acceptable. Fischer and Ravizza, however, offer no principled reason for
rejecting a theory on this basis. Nor do they take the view that reason responsiveness, as such, will be compromised in circumstances where an agent lacks
moral sense or any capacity for reactive attitudes. Their reasons for insisting
on the importance of the subjective requirement lie elsewhere.

IV.
The proposal I want to consider is whether or not a capacity to hold oneself
and others responsible is a required condition of being responsible. Stated in
these general terms, we may call this a condition of symmetry: an agent cannot be responsible unless she is also able to hold herself and others responsible. This condition takes a more specific form in RS theory, since it is
committed to the more specific view that moral sense is the basis for holding
agents responsible. In the case of RS theory, therefore, the condition of symmetry takes the following form:
The responsible agent must be able to feel and understand moral
sentiments or reactive attitudes.
Let us call this the condition of moral sense. It is possible to reject this condition without rejecting the condition of symmetry. This is possible, however,
only if we do not interpret holding responsible in terms of moral sentiments.
Among those who reject the condition of moral sense there are some who
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nevertheless accept the suggestion that holding an agent responsible involves
reference to moral sense.23 The specific difficulty of asymmetry will arise for
those who are committed to this analysis of holding responsible (which is
true of all RS theorists).
Why should we accept the condition of moral sense (i.e., if we do not do
so on the basis of ownership and historical considerations)? It has recently
been argued by Ishtiyaque Haji that an agent can "lack the capacity to hold
oneself or others responsible without this lack in any way impinging freedom, epistemic, or authenticity requirements of responsibility."24 The general assumption operating here is that moral sense is in no way required for
rational self-control or reason responsiveness, as these are distinct issues.
Contrary to this view, I will argue that there is a more intimate connection
between moral sense and the kind of rational self-control that enables us to
grasp and be guided by moral reasons. Agents who lack moral sense are missing something that is vitally important and that "normal" moral agents do
and must possess. More specifically, when an agent lacks moral sense, her sensitivity to moral considerations is diminished and her motivation to be
guided by these considerations is impoverished and limited.
To help us appreciate this point, consider the parallels between fear and
reactive attitudes. 25 Take the case of Jill, who is incapable of feeling or experiencing fear. It is not simply that she can control her fear, or "overcome" this
emotion, it is that she cannot feel it in any circumstances or conditions. There
is no question of her controlling or overcoming this emotion because it never
arises in her. Clearly Jill is, in this respect, emotionally abnormal. Jill is, nevertheless, a highly intelligent person who can identify what conditions are
dangerous and may harm her. Her intellectual abilities are such that she can
describe objects and circumstances of this kind and discourse about them.
Jill can also anticipate how normal human beings will react to these circumstances and objects, although she does not know what it is like for them to
feel or experience fear or be moved by it. In this sense, Jill has an entirely
"external" or "superficial" understanding of fear. Whereas fear, as we might
say, colors the normal person's world, and draws attention and interest to
dangerous or harmful objects and situation, this is not possible for Jill. Jill's
world is monochromatic in this respect-lacking any emotional highlights
to flag certain objects and situations. Since fear plays no role in Jill's life, she
cannot be reached through this emotional route as it is completely closed off
to her.
It is evident that Jill is not a full participant in normal human life insofar as we reason and engage with each other about dangerous and harmful
situations and objects. Whereas normal human beings live in a world that is
colored by emotional tones that give salience and significance to danger and
harm, Jill lives in a black-and-white world that lacks these emotional tones.
It would, of course, be a mistake to treat Jill as if she were psychotic or com-
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pletely stupid and unable to recognize or converse with us at all about these
matters. Clearly we can find points of common understanding and shared
experience by which Jill can be (hopefully) motivated to avoid danger and
harm, relying on channels that do not involve the emotional triggers of fear.
It remains true, nevertheless, that we have every reason to recognize the significance of Jill's emotional abnormality and the limits that this places on her
ability to recognize and respond to danger. 26 Jill's emotional abnormality
plainly has considerable practical significance for her in situations of this
kind.
Consider now the parallel case of Jack, who lacks all capacity for moral
sense. Jack is, nevertheless, an intelligent person who appears to satisfy reason responsive requirements. That is to say, Jack can recognize and follow
moral norms and he is able to anticipate the consequences of any failure to
comply with these norms and standards. (Just as Jill is able to identify dangerous situations and avoid them.) The fact remains, however, that violations
of these moral norms do not affect Jack in any emotional way. In this sense,
Jack is morally cold. In these circumstances, an agent such as Jack (as we
found in the parallel case with Jill's lack of fear) is not motivated to care
about his moral qualities on the basis of his own or others reactive attitudes
or moral sentiments. He is unaffected by any consideration of this kind. More
specifically, it is impossible for Jack to come to "internalize" the reactive attitudes that others may direct at him. It is not just-as may happen with a normal person-that Jack may not accept or agree with the reactive attitudes that
are directed toward him. The problem is deeper than this. Jack cannot even
potentially come to share reactive attitudes and feelings because he constitutionally lacks any emotional life of this kind. 27 To this extent, therefore, there
is no question, for Jack, of accepting or rejecting the reactive attitudes that
others direct at him. On this interpretation, it follows that Jack is incapable
of any kind of "deep assessment" of himself and others.28
These observations make clear that in an important dimension Jack is
not a full participant in (normal) moral life. There is a considerable sphere of
moral experience and communication that is simply closed off to Jack. In our
dealings with any individual of this kind it is both unreasonable and unfair
to communicate and reason with him as if this incapacity was irrelevant to
this person's ability to function as a moral agent. (Just as it would be unreasonable to treat Jill as if her incapacity for fear was irrelevant to the way she
that responds to danger or harm.) At the same time, it is important not to
exaggerate this problem (significant as it may be). Clearly Jack is an intelligent person and understands moral rules and expectations and their associated sanctions. For this reason it would also be a mistake to assimilate Jack to
other individuals who are wholly unable to participate in the moral community, such as animals or infants. Nevertheless, when it comes to the dimension of moral life that involves reactive attitudes, the most that Jack can do is
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"parrot" these responses or feign feelings of this kind. Just as Jill's world without fear left considerations of danger and harm without any emotional coloring, so too in Jack's world moral considerations lack any emotional
coloring of the kind provided by moral sense. For this reason we must conclude that Jack's moral world-the way that he experiences it and is moved
and directed within it-is very different from our own.
It is tempting to present Jack's lack of moral sense as a completely separate issue from his capacity for rational self-control. The situation, however,
is not so simple as this. In the first place, Jack's moral development must also
be fundamentally different from that of the normal person. This will plainly
influence the way in which Jack learns to grasp and apply moral considerations. In ordinary moral development there is a close relationship between a
child's evolving ability to understand moral norms and the child's ability to
understand and internalize reactive attitudes when these norms have been
violated. 29 Clearly Jack's moral development cannot evolve in this way and
this must both limit and alter the way in which Jack eventually becomes able
to grasp and be guided by moral considerations.
Apart from developmental issues (e.g., as they relate to moral education), it is important to recognize that Jack's "control" system, as it relates to
moral considerations, is radically different from the normal person's. On the
account given, Jack is able to guide and motivate his conduct with a view to
"external" sanctions such as rewards and punishments. Related to this, Jack
also has an "external" interest in not arousing negative moral sentiments,
since this will obviously affect the way that others treat him. What Jack will
lack, nevertheless, is an "internal" system of sanctions (or incentives) as associated with moral sentiments. The internal system operates in a quite different way than its "external" (rewards and punishments) counterpart. More
specifically, our experience of negative reactive attitudes is not simply a matter of wanting to avoid the unpleasant or painful consequences associated
with them. In cases where we acceptthe response (e.g., blame) as appropriate
or fair, something much more complex is going on. In these cases, the agent
finds the responses particularly troubling because she accepts or endorses the
moral considerations and norms that serve as the basis of the adverse reactive
attitudes. What this shows is that, for a normal moral agent, our capacity to
experience and feel moral sentiments, toward ourselves and others, is intimately and inextricably connected with our understanding of the significance
of the background moral claims and considerations.
To appreciate and understand moral considerations fully is precisely to
be able to apply them to oneself and others and feel the appropriate way
when violations occur. Failing this the agent just "does not really get it." They
are responding to these claims and considerations in an entirely "external"
manner. (Compare Jill's way of responding to danger and harm.) The agent's
general capacity for rational self-control is, therefore, expressed and manifest
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through moral sense. Moral sense serves as a "feedback-loop" through which
the agent is confronted with the salience and significance of the moral considerations that she is presented with. Since Jack lacks all this psychological
apparatus, it is very evident that Jack's capacity for rational self-control, in
relation to moral life, is significantly impaired and compromised. What this
general observation suggests is that it is possible to "over-intellectualize" not
just what is involved in holding an agent responsible, but also what is involved
in an agent being responsible (being capable of rational self-control as it
relates to moral norms and expectations). Rational self-control is itself
dependent upon and integrated with our capacity for moral sense.

v.
Critics may argue that these observations about the relevance of moral sense
for moral (normative) competence do 110t matter much. After all, as we have
already pointed out, in the normal case, reason responsiveness evolves alongside the development of moral sense, as these are not unrelated components
of the moral personality. The distinction between the two capacities is, therefore, both empirically and conceptually unfounded. In reply to this line of
criticism, the first thing to be said is that several philosophers have explicitly
denied that there is any such interdependence between rational self-control
and moral sense-either conceptually or empirically-of the kind that I have
described. 30 The claims of the moral sense condition in this regard are, therefore, far from uncontroversial. Beyond this, the moral sense condition helps
us to understand and interpret a particularly problematic set of cases associated with moral agency. The absence of moral sense, as such, does not make
an individual a psychopath. Nevertheless, the absence of moral sense is an
especially prominent feature of the psychopathic personality and the behavioral problems associated with it. Psychopathic personalities have, in particular, a pronounced lack of shame and remorse and this reflects wider
emotional abnormalities.
What is especially puzzling and problematic about the case of the psychopath is precisely that these individuals appear "normal" and "mature" in
respect of rational self-control (i.e., unlike animals, infants, psychotics,
etc.).,1 Several prominent proponents of RS theory have argued that, despite
the fa~ade of normative competence, the basis for exempting psychopaths
still rests with the way in which their powers of rational self-control have
been impaired.'2 These accounts, however, make no reference to the specific
role that an incapacity for moral sense plays here. On the account that I have
described, the difficulties that the psychopath faces in respect of rational selfcontrol or reason responsiveness should be understood primarily in terms of
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the way in which their impaired moral sense limits and distorts their ability
to recognize and react to moral reasons (i.e., as compared with a normal person who is capable of moral sense). For this reason, the account that I have
provided is consistent with the general view advanced by Antony Duff that
"a psychopath, although not intellectually incompetent, is unable properly
to understand the 'nature and quality' of his acts, since he cannot grasp those
emotional and moral aspects which are as much part of them as their empirical features."33
The puzzle with psychopaths is not simply that they are reason responsive and lack moral sense. It is that they have the "mask" or fa<rade of moral
understanding despite a lack of moral sense. In most cases where moral sense
is absent, it is accompanied by an obvious lack of moral understanding or
normative competence. The psychopath is not obviously impaired in any systematic way that incapacitates them from understanding and following basic
rules and anticipating the consequences of not following them. 34 Nevertheless, as I have argued, without moral sense, the way in which this agent
becomes sensitive to moral considerations and is motivated to comply with
them is very different from the normal, adult person. In particular, while the
psychopath may well be motivat(~d to avoid the unpleasant consequences of
punishment and the negative treatment that may come with the reactive sentiments of others, this motivation is entirely "external" to the moral considerations that ground these attitudes and practices. What this agent cannot do,
unlike his normal counterpart with moral sense, is come to view himself as a
target of moral reactive attitudes that are not only unpleasant in themselves,
but reflect the fact that he has "internalized" or accepted these reactions to his
conduct..l 5 An agent who is capabile of internalizing or accepting reactive attitudes is not only capable of experiencing these emotions and the associated
unpleasant feelings, he accepts the legitimacy and significance of the considerations that have produced these feelings (i.e., unlike the agent who has a
merely "external" attitude to these sentiments or attitudes). It is this
process-the interaction between recognizing and being guided by moral
considerations and understanding moral sentiments from the "inside"-that
an agent without moral sense cannot benefit or draw from. 36
The psychopath's way of dealing with negative reactive attitudes must
always be "external" in character. Naturally these individuals will want to
avoid punishment and the unwelcome treatment that comes with negative
moral sentiments aroused in others. These individuals may also view these
sanctions and the negative consequences that result from their conduct as
both predictable and an acceptable part of the rules of society. What these
individuals cannot do, however, is accept these reactions and sanctions in the
same way as a normal person can. Whereas the person with moral sense is
capable of accepting these responses in a way that involves coming to feel
them from the inside or sharing these negative sentiments, this is simply not
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possible for the psychopath (or a person like Jack). He cannot, therefore,
experience the grip and force of moral considerations through the channel
of reactive sentiments themselves. Without an ability of this kind an agent's
ability to recognize the salience and significance of moral claims, and to be
motivated effectively by them, will be radically impaired. (The parallels with
Jill's practical difficulties in respect of her inability to feel fear and the way
that this limits and distorts her responses to danger and harm are obvious
enough.)
The above discussion of the case of psychopaths shows that the condition of moral sense has concrete application to an important set of problem
cases that we encounter in ordinary morallife. 37 Nevertheless, my concern in
this context is not to provide an analysis or critique of the complex problem
of psychopathy.-\8 The interest of psychopaths, for our purposes, rests with
the light that this sheds on what is required of normal moral agents who we
regard as fully responsible. For reasons that I have explained, these are agents
for whom the functioning of moral sense is directly relevant to the degree to
which, and the way in which, their capacity for rational self-control effectively
operates. Insofar as impaired moral sense limits or distorts their capacity for
rational self-control, this incapacity will limit their ability to operate as full
"participants" in the moral community. It is both unfair and unreasonable to
treat these individuals who are incapacitated in these ways as if they are fully
responsible. Similarly, it is crucial, for the purpose of moral education and
understanding, that we carefully explore the intimate relationship between
moral sense and rational self-control. In particular, we must avoid any false
dichotomy between capacities required for being responsible (qua moral
agency) and capacities required for holding agents responsible. The connection between being a moral agent and being able to hold ourselves and others responsible is much closer than this. Responsible agents must be capable
of "deep assessment" in order to be able to effectively recognize and be motivated by moral considerations. Without "deep assessment" there is no "deep
understanding" or "true appreciation" of moral considerations. This is what
the condition of moral sense speaks to and demands.

VI.
My central concern in this paper has been to argue for the condition of moral
sense. As we have noted, a number of philosophers have denied the validity
of this condition. This includes several prominent compatibilists who
endorse RS theory and accept that moral sense is essential for holding people
responsible (i.e., for explaining the kind of "deep assessment" that is involved
in viewing an agent as being responsible). The moral sense condition is also
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a condition of symmetry, as interpreted by any account that takes moral
sense to be essential to holding a.n agent responsible. That is to say, symmetry requires that any responsible agent is also able to hold himself and others
responsible. On the assumption that holding responsible requires moral
sense, it follows that responsible agency also requires moral sense. 39
Related to this point, the condition of moral sense imposes a "subjective"
requirement on responsible agency. The responsible agent must be able to see
herself as producing "upshots" in the world and as being an appropriate target of reactive sentiments. The basis on which I have defended this "subjective" requirement is, however, very different from the account suggested by
Fischer and Ravizza. On their account, the importance of moral sense is that
it plays a role in historical considerations as they relate to the issue of "ownership" of reason responsive dispositions. I have expressed doubts about the
viability of this approach considered as a way of dealing with worries about
implantation, manipulation, and covert control. The basis of my defense of
the moral sense condition lies with the role that it plays in the agent's capacity for rational self-control or reason responsiveness. I have argued that when
moral sense is impaired or the agent is incapacitated in this respect then this
will directly affect the agent's ability to grasp and be motivated by moral considerations. Whereas the normal agent who is capable of moral sense will
experience and understand reactive sentiments in a way that provides
salience and significance to moral considerations, and also provides an internal and independent source of motivation (i.e., as distinct from "external"
sanctions) for complying with these demands and expectations, the agent
who lacks this general capacity will not be able to employ these resources to
govern and guide her conduct. In these circumstances, the agent who lacks
moral sense is neither fully responsible nor a full participant in the moral
community. By way of analogy, I have suggested, agents who are incapacitated in this way are like individuals who lack any capacity to feel fear in face
of danger or harm. Their sensitivity to these considerations is radically and
severely impaired and impoverished. The general point that emerges from
this defense of the condition of moral sense is that it is important that we
avoid "over-intellectualizing" what is involved in being responsible-not just
what is involved in holding agents responsible. 40
Although my reasons for accepting the condition of moral sense (viewed
as a subjective requirement for responsible agency) are different from those
provided by Fischer and Ravizza, I share their view that objections relating to
manipulation and covert control must be addressed and that what has been
said about reason responsive or rational self-control will not suffice to ally
these concerns. It is my view, therefore, that any adequate compatibilist RS
theory will need to find some independent way of dealing with (historical)
worries of this kind. 41 That said, the observations we have made concerning
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the relevance of moral sense for moral agency are by no means without significance for the compatibilist position in its RS form. It is a familiar criticism
of compatibilism that its account of responsibility is generally "superficial"
and lacks "depth." It is, therefore, a particular aim of compatibilism to provide sufficient "depth" for its account of the conditions of responsible
agency-and reason responsive view has played a prominent role in all this.
Related to this search for depth, as one prominent representative of the reason responsive approach has pointed out, is the fact that "complexity" matters.42 By failing to recognize the important role that moral sense plays in
relation to normative competence and rational self-control, compatibilists
have failed to supply the necessary degree of both "depth" and "complexity"
that is needed here. Put another way, responsibility is not simply a matter of
narrow depth as conceived in "intellectualist" terms that ignore the role of
emotion in moral life. It is also a matter of width as supplied by the interaction between reason and emotion as manifest and expressed in our capacity
for moral sense.
This emotional dimension of responsible agency provides something
more than an "atomistic" conception of rational competence that makes no
reference to moral emotions and the social context in which they are
acquired. It draws our attention to the fact that moral competence of the
kind required for responsible agency develops in a social and emotional
matrix that fosters and nourishes the general capacity to recognize and
respond to moral considerations. No adequate theory of responsibility can
ignore this important dimension of moral agency and the way that it evolves
from childhood to adulthood. 43
I have discussed and defended the condition of moral sense almost
entirely within a compatibilist framework. The reason for this should be clear.
Contemporary compatibilist theory, following the lead of P. F. Strawson, has
pursued the theme that moral sense is essential for holding agents responsible.
However, Strawson's theory, as we have also noted, provided little detail in the
way of an account of the capacities required to be a responsible agent (i.e.,
what is required to be a "normal adult"). Contemporary compatibilists have
tried to plug this gap in Strawson's theory with an account of rational selfcontrol that does not itself involve any reference to moral sense. I have argued
that this is a mistake and that where moral sense is lacking, rational self-control is seriously impaired and compromised. There is, however, no necessary
connection between accepting the moral sense condition and being a compatibilist. That is to say, a libertarian incompatibilist might well agree that
moral sense is an essential element in the kind of "deep assessment" involved
in holding an agent responsible. The libertarian may also agree that the
responsible agent must be reason responsive but will go on to insist that this
capacity must include an ability to choose to act on his reasons in a sense that
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requires (categorically) open alternatives. Be this as it may, there is nothing
about these specific commitments, or the argument that I have presented for
the moral sense condition, that does not also hold for the libertarian. That is
to say, the responsible agent, on any interpretation, must be able to weigh and
review moral considerations in light of a general capacity to hold himself and
others responsible. Without this capacity this agent will have a shallow understanding of the moral considerations that are at stake and will fail to see the
salience of these considerations or be motivated by them in the same way as
a normal agent (whether she possesses libertarian free will or not). Insofar as
an ability to hold oneself responsible requires moral sense, it follows that
even a libertarian agent will be significantly incapacitated without moral
sense. From this we may conclude that although the condition of moral sense
is especially significant for compatibilist RS theory, it is also a condition that
is essential to any theory, including libertarian theory, that acknowledges
moral sense as essential to holding agents responsible. Put more generally, no
adequate theory that understands responsibility in terms of "deep assessment" and moral sense can deny that responsible agency (i.e., being responsible) also requires moral sense.
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